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Writing and research

Robert Izzard
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Writing in science
● Why write? What is scientific writing?

● Does style matter? 
● Article structure → sections, paragraphs, sentences.
● Why good style? Errors, syntax, clauses, transitions.
● National style, bias.
● Figures, citation and ethics.

● The writing process: supervisor, co-authors, journal.
● Further reading: web, books, tools for writing.
● Research management.
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Why do we write?
● Papers are the currency of science
● Your papers sell your ideas
● Communicate to colleagues and public
● Make you employable

● Talks and posters
● Outreach
● Applications: jobs, funding
● Reporting
● Meetings
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What is scientific writing?

Scientific writing …

● Is not literature: no more difficult than “research”
● Often has a specialist readership
● Includes

● Description of research
● Interpretation and significance

● Must be CLEAR, PRECISE and CONCISE 
● Bad style and/or language skills 

    can ruin your paper and lessen its impact
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Why does style matter?
Space shuttle Challenger 

 

  

“Thus the engineers, who were very concerned 

since they knew the consequences of <the failure 

mechanism>, did not present the data in a way that 

showed the trends or that could be explained to a 

sceptical senior NASA manager. They thought they 

were communicating but missed one of the 

fundamental rules of good communication which is 

to express your position in a way that your customer 

can understand.”

See also: Feynman, Richard P. “An Outsider’s Inside View of the Challenger Inquiry.” 
Physics Today 41(February 1988): 26-37.

Prof. Daniel Hastings, MIT Engineering Systems Division

Image: NASA
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Avoid bloodshed!
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Be clear

→ Do not force your reader to guess what you mean ←

● Present logical arguments convincingly 
● Your job is to inform and educate the reader
● Great ideas are what you already have
● Good style really helps
● Decent English helps too

Develop a logical flow, a narrative.
Tell the story of your science as a 
sequence of logically-connected facts.
You are not writing your diary.
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Be precise
There is no room for ambiguity!

● “The Sun weighs 1033 g.”

● Communicate exactly 
                      what you mean!

“For our binary models we must also assume a 
distribution of stars over the binary parameter space.”

“Our model binary stars have a 
flat-q mass-ratio distribution 
and a flat-lna distribution in 
separation.”

Better, straight to the point,
words mean something, not
wasted.
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Be concise

Use as few words as possible but as many as you need

“The largest assumption with the theoretical predictions of the ratios is that 
we must assume a constant star formation rate and a certain initial mass 
function (IMF), we use the IMF of Kroupa, Tout and Gilmore (1993).” 

“We assume the Kroupa, Tout and Gilmore (1993) initial mass function and a 
constant star formation rate.”

My version:

Original:

● You are not paid by the word!
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Straightforward

Concise

Exact
Rigorous

Clearheaded

Concrete
Precise

These are the qualities associated with 
           scientists… i.e. YOU !

Scientific writing is … 
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Structure of Scientific Articles

● Abstract
● Introduction
● Method
● Results
● Discussion
● Conclusions

A “standard” structure has evolved for journal articles:

You are not required to use this structure, 
but be very careful if you chose not to!

You are not required to use this structure, 
but be very careful if you chose not to!

OK for them...
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● Abstract

● Introduction

● Method

● Results

● Discussion

● Conclusions

Most parts of 
scientific 
articles then 
are divided 
into sections, 
subsections, 
...

1 Use subsections when you have a good logical reason to 
do so. It’s all about logical flow and clear narrative. 

2 NOT a replacement for good paragraph transitions 

3 Also consider other formatting: 

                         bullet list, enumerated list, etc.
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Sections to paragraphs to sentences
1 What is a paragraph? (symbol ¶)

2 One idea per paragraph! Paragraph = unit of information

3 Use logical flow: 

 introduce topic, then expand/explore, then conclude

4 Coherence and context are critical! 

1 In sentences → Style, phrasing, flow

2 Word choice! Very important in science:
● Impact (say what you mean!)

● Ambiguity (“effect”)

● Concise
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Linguistic style

1 Why good style?

         Readers have limited time and patience

2 Style errors either:

●  Disturb.
●  Distract.
●  Are ignored.
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Disturbing errors
1 The worst kind! These break the text flow, may lead 

to ambiguity or – worse – are utterly superfluous.

Counting the number of stars in different stellar 
populations and comparing their relative populations 
is a useful method to measure stellar evolution.

2 Disturbing because the text means very little.

3 You are left asking what the .... ?

4 “Measure” stellar evolution?

5 Counting  “the number” of stars?
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Distraction
●  Not so bad, but you notice and be annoyed!

The largest period system is...

We study Betelgeuse but haven't studied Sirius

● These are easiest to fix!
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Small errors
●      Often you read straigth through them.

The affect on the Sun is to make it redder.

The material passed through the lagrange point.

It's problem is twofold, we do not know what it 
is and it can be complicated.
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Language issues
● Native English speakers “know English” … or do they?

The English you know is generally incompatible with 
(scientific) writing style.

● It’s fine while shopping, in a bar, having a chat. But 
those are not required to be precise and concise. 
How many times do you say, “um” or “pardon”? Lots!

● Often foreign speakers learn English in an academic 
way, this can be better for writing papers.
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International audience
e.g. US vs UK vs Australian vs … “Globish”

1 center - centre, liter – litre, color – colour 

2 catalyze – catalyse

3 acknowledgment – acknowledgement

4 traveling – travelling, but ballistic – ballistic

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_and_British_English_differences

● Avoid colloquialisms or being “too clever”
● Will a colleague in China understand?
● Do you understand:

 It’s like Baby Jesus in velvet underpants.
     To give your tongue to the cat.
          … it's not the sea to drink!
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Gender Bias

1 Consider:
● The telescope must be manned at all times.

● The telescope must be staffed at all times.

2 Nouns/Pronouns
● Each scientist received his share of the Nobel prize.

● All the scientists received their shares of the Nobel prize.

● Being a student is tough on the wife and children.

● Being a student is tough on the family.
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Figures
● Seems easy, e.g. “just put it in Excel”.  It is not.

● May take days to get an image right

   Five key points (see “Eloquent Science” p108)

1. Design

2. Size

3. Aesthetics

4. Consistency

5. Annotation
● Make a great figure the 

main message of your paper
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Captions
1 Explain your figure in a caption

2 Not too short, not too long

3 Some journals hate long captions... 

4 So, put the information in the figure:

If you can, make reading the caption unnecessary

    → easy for the reader to take away the message.

5 NOT: “This plot shows the velocity of x.”

                 instead “The velocity of x.” 

    TALK ABOUT THE → ABSTRACT ← DATA

not the plot itself which is just a load of dots and lines!
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Colours

http://jfly.iam.u-tokyo.ac.jp/color/#assign
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“Redundant Coding”
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Papers and citations

● BibTeX and natbib
● Get citation data from ADS https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/
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Papers and citations
● BibTeX and natbib
● Get citation data from ADS https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/
● Store logically: e.g. in one file and access e.g. with LyX

or separate citation manager e.g. Jabref, Zotero, Mendeley
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Ethics

1 Fabrication: making up data/results

2 Falsification: manipulating results and presenting 
them inaccurately

3 Plagiarism: stealing ideas/results without giving 
appropriate credit

(does not include disagreement/mistakes)
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Ethics
Where do you draw the line?

1. Copying a paragraph verbatim from a source without any             
acknowledgement

2. Copying a paragraph and making small changes

3. Cutting and pasting a paragraph by using sentences of the original but 
omitting one or two

4. Composing a paragraph by taking short phrases from a number of sources and 
putting them together

5. Paraphrasing a paragraph by rewriting with substantial changes in language 
and organisation

6. Quoting a paragraph by placing it in block format with the source cited in text 
& bibliography

● Often a difficult judgement call
● Get advice from colleagues
● If you copy, you will be caught
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Paper-writing process

● Choose your journal

● Read the style guide, e.g. 
https://academic.oup.com/mnras/pages/General_Instructions

● Download the style files, e.g.
https://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/macros/latex/contrib/mnras 

● Make a version-controlled project (e.g. github/gitlab)
● Make a “skeleton” of your paper

→ section titles, idea bullet lists, draft figures
● Write the text

https://academic.oup.com/mnras/pages/General_Instructions
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Write

Edit

Co-
authors

Accepted!
→ Language editing
     proofs
     online publication → arXiv preprint

Subm
it

Revise

1st

author

Journal
editor

Referee(s) 
reports

Editorial
comments
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Further reading and listening...
1 Errors in English: 

https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/1350/2017/05/errorsRTF.txt

2 http://www.learnenglish.de/mistakes/CommonMistakes.html

3 http://english-grammar-mistakes.blogspot.com/

4 Oxford English Dictionary (OED) “Word of the day”

5 http://www.merriam-webster.com/word-of-the-day/

6 Alan Alda’s podcast “Clear and Vivid”

https://www.aldacommunicationtraining.com/podcasts/

7 Thesaurus.com

http://www.learnenglish.de/mistakes/CommonMistakes.html
http://english-grammar-mistakes.blogspot.com/
http://www.merriam-webster.com/word-of-the-day/
https://www.aldacommunicationtraining.com/podcasts/
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https://eloquentscience.comhttp://www.oed.com

http://personal.ph.surrey.ac.uk/~ri0005/writing.html

 ISBN 978-1878220912 ISBN 978-0199601080

https://eloquentscience.com/
http://www.oed.com/
http://personal.ph.surrey.ac.uk/~ri0005/writing.html
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Tools for writing

● Most astro writing uses 
● This is a markup language

● Your text (ASCII) source is converted to PDF
● Available for Linux, MacOS, Windows, Android

$x=y\times\exp\left(\frac{z^{2}}{w}\right)$
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LaTeX editors

● Any text editor will work
Notepad, emacs, vi, vim, atom, etc.

● Many have “LaTeX modes” to highlight appropriately
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LaTeX editors
● Dedicated editors

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_TeX_editors
● Popular: texlab, texshop, texmacs, LyX
● Editor types: source, WYSIWYG, WYSIWYM

LyX screenshot
→ looks and behaves
like a word processor

Makes your LaTeX
or PDF for you.

https://gitlab.eps.surrey.ac.uk/ri0005/astro-lyx

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_TeX_editors
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Online/collaboratorive editing
Use gitlab/github or similar, and/or web editors e.g. 
overleaf.com
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Research management

● Know your role, know your supervisor’s role
● Make meeting your supervisor efficient

      → read https://bit.ly/3b3TQLj

“The supervisor is not meant to manage your day-
to-day work, teach you particular skills, or check 

your work.”
● Good, regular communication

set up an agenda before meetings
● Take responsibility: get the tools you need

→ ask if you need more tools or training

https://bit.ly/3b3TQLj
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Research management

● Space to work : tricky in lockdown, but vital
Find a place to work, not the place you relax

● Computing
Make sure you have what you need
Make sure you have access (e.g. SSH, virtual desktop)

Backups! Your responsibility: trust nobody!
● triplicate and off-site
● learn the tools e.g. rsync
● cloud vs local
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Research and data management
● Think now about how to organise yourself for a 

project that will take several years.
● Organise your data and documentation.

https://www.data.cam.ac.uk/data-management-guide/organising-your-data

● Use version control: git or SVN etc. for everything 
(except big datasets) → gitlab, github etc.

● Comment code and “folders of stuff” e.g. READMEs
● Keep notes electronically

● Easy to search (grep), easy to copy/modify/share, 
hard to lose, handwriting not an issue

● Available in full in the office and at home
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What you should do now

● Read, read, read … and learn.

● Practice, practice, practice… repeat.

● Give talks. Make posters.

● Be organised: digitally.

● Learn about ADS.

● Use the right software for you.

● Read Eloquent Science. 

● Make your supervisor read Eloquent Science.

 ISBN 978-1878220912
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You have gone too far again!
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